ANTEQUERA-VALLE DE ABDALAJÍS GR 7 Stages 4 and 8

Distance: 18 Km.
Start: Polideportivo Municipal Fernando
Arguelles (Sport Centre). Antequera.
End: A-343 Road, on the way out of Valle de
Abdalajís.
Kind of trail: Lineal route.
It is recommended to leave a car at the
end of the route.
Outward walking time: 5 h and 40 m.
Difculty: Average-Low.
Net Gradient: 440 m.
Slope upward: 467 m.
Slope downward: 303 m.
Ground: Path and lane.

Description:...................
The tour starts from the Hotel
Antequera, and it goes through the
parallel path to the Golf Course. We
pass by the Cortijo Casablanca until
reaching the Fuente de la Zarza
way; then, by the Arroyo de las
Piedras streem until reaching the
Valle de Abdalajís village.

Season: Autumn, winter and spring.

planimetría: rondacartograca.es / diseño:mavileon.com

ANTEQUERA - VALLE DE ABDALAJÍS
More information at:
Municipal Tourist Ofce
[Address] C/ Encarnación, 4A
Tl (0034) 952 70 25 05/ 952 70 83 05
https://turismo.antequera.es

LINEAL ROUTE

GR 7 Et.4 y 8

18 km

Antequera
Trails Network

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR YOUR STAY
IN THE COUNTRYSIDE
This Trails Network is included within the
actions taken by the Antequera Town
Hall to preserve the natural capital of
the city as it is established in the
Agenda 21 for the achievement of a
sustainable development.
Do not throw any rubbish away or bury
it. Please, take it with you until nding a
rubbish bin. Also, it costs nothing to pick
up the rubbish you might nd in your
way so we all contribute to improve our
environment.
Respect and look after the fountains,
rives and other watercourses. Please,
do not dumping any kind of soap,
detergent, polluting products or
waste.

The ora and fauna are the real
dwellers of nature so, please, do not
pull up owers, branches or disturb the
fauna. In that way, all of us will enjoy
watching them. Besides, remember
that many of them are protected by
Law.
Watch out for re. Never build a re.
During the summer season it is
forbidden to light a re even in the
places provided to do so. Please, take
ready meals with you.
Do not camp at your whim. Respect
the places provided to do that.
Respect the paths. Short cuts only
damage the ground and build ravine
beds which could make the original
paths to fade away.

PLEASE,
RESPECT THE FLORA
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